Dear Members and Friends,

We have an extensive sampling of articles in the FYI section of this newsletter covering various commemorations of the 75th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. We especially wanted to share the full text of some of the speeches from the Holocaust Forum in Jerusalem:

**World Holocaust Forum - Watch Live - The Jerusalem Post**
- The survivors ‘are our miracle’: Full text of Rivlin’s Holocaust Forum speech
- The world turned its back on us: Full text of Netanyahu’s Holocaust Forum speech
- ‘This crime had accomplices’: Full text of Putin’s World Holocaust Forum speech
- ‘We marvel at Jewish resilience’: Full text of Pence’s speech to Holocaust Forum
- Jewish and universal tragedy: Full text of Prince Charles Holocaust Forum speech

…this from Poland

**75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz**

…and from the UN

**Remarks by António Guterres, Secretary-General of the United Nations, at the UN Holocaust Memorial Ceremony - Theme: 75 years after Auschwitz**

Please remember to send in the program information for your local Yom Hashoah Commemorations. There is no fee for submitting programs for publication in the GSI newsletter but we ask you submit details in a format we can easily use: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html)

**Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)**

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: [genshoah@gmail.com](mailto:genshoah@gmail.com).
For event submissions: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and/or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at [www.genshoah.org](http://www.genshoah.org) for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

### ANNOUNCEMENTS

From the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA): Ministers and representatives of 35 countries gathered in Brussels to reaffirm their commitment: [2020 IHRA Ministerial Declaration](http://www.genshoah.org).  

**US House of Representatives passes bill aimed at bolstering Holocaust education** [H.R. 943](http://www.genshoah.org). For more information on this, please see FYI below in the articles – USA section.

### UPCOMING CONFERENCES

Project Witness  
**4th Annual Holocaust Studies Conference**  
February 16 & 17, 2020  
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

**Jewish Survival and Rescue in Occupied France**  
March 4 & 5, 2020  
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
50th Anniversary Scholar’s Conference on the Holocaust & the Churches

*The History and Future of the Holocaust and its Memory*
March 7 – 10, 2020
University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, TX

**Approaching the History of Internment:**
*Reconsiderations of Wartime Britain and Beyond*
March 16 – 18, 2020
IAS Common Ground, Institute of Advanced Studies, Ground Floor, South Wing, University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT

**Liberation 75**
*Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends*
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

---

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS**

Echoes and Reflections Webinar

**Jewish Refugees: Connecting the Past with Today**
February 4, 2020   5:00 pm EST

**Safekeeping Stories Workshops**

**Workshop #2 Dates**
February 5, 12, 19, 26, March 4, 11, 18, and 25. Snow date is April 1st 7:30 – 9:00 pm
Bet Torah, 60 Smith Street, Mount Kisco, NY

**Workshop #3 Dates**
February 5, 12, 26, March 4, 11, 18, 25, and April 1. Snow date is April 15th 1:00 – 2:30 pm
Safekeeping Stories Office, 4 Gilder Street, Larchmont, NY
For more information on these workshops: jill@safekeepingstories.com

Echoes and Reflections Webinar

**“Safely In, Safely Out”: Teaching the Holocaust without Traumatizing**
February 10, 2020   3:00 pm EST

**The Holocaust in Yugoslavia: a Two-Day Symposium**
February 20, 2020, 6:30 pm & February 21, 2020, 9:15 am
Columbia University, International Affairs Building, New York, NY
“Writing to let you know…”
A Scholarly Workshop on Letter from the Holocaust
February 24 – 27, 2020
Memorial de la Shoah, Paris, France

Teaching the Holocaust in Our Time
February 24, 2020 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Raab/Goodwin Center, Katz JCC, Cherry Hill, NJ
For more: https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-14/2/Rabbi%2520Cohn%252024%2520Sons%2520of%2520Israel%2520.pdf

Echoes & Reflections Webinar
Digital Media and Holocaust Memory
February 25, 2020 3:00 pm EST

Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum
March 6, 2020 9:00 am—2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
Vermont Holocaust Memorial’s 3rd annual Educators Workshop facilitated by
Echoes & Reflections

Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy –
The Holocaust as a Case Study
March 25, 2020 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Woodstock, Vermont (Exact location and directions to be sent the beginning of March)

Teaching the Holocaust in Comparative Context
Part I: Coexistence & Rejection: Jews & Other Minorities in Modern Society
Educator's Workshop
March 25, 2020 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Vets Hall, Ellison Campus Center, North Campus, Salem State University, 352 Lafayette St. Salem, MA
For more information: chgs@salemstate.edu

New Approaches in German-Jewish Studies, Refugee and Migration Studies & Public Representations of German and/or German-Jewish History and Culture
March 26 -27, 2020
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Teaching the Holocaust in Comparative Context

Part II: Teaching Atrocities with Testimonies, Art, and Artifacts

April 6, 2020  9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Petrowski Room, Marsh Hall, Central Campus, Salem State University, 71 Loring Ave, Salem, MA
For more: chgs@salemstate.edu

Encouraging Racial Respect Through Holocaust Music:
An Educational Workshop

April 28, 2020  4:30 - 7:30 pm
Crawford Hall, Ehinger Center, Drew University, Madison, NJ

American Heroes & Rescuers

May 13, 2020  9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Collins Arena, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice

June 1 – 12, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Confronting Difficult Issues Around Religion and the Holocaust

June 15 – 19, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Fifth European Summer Institute on the Holocaust and Jewish Civilisation

June 29 – July 9, 2020
Royal Holloway Campus, Egham, Surrey, UK
For more: imogen.dalziel.2013@live.rhul.ac.uk.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – February 2, 2020—Morris Museum, Morristown, NJ
Painting to Testify: Early Post-Liberation Works by David Friedman

Now – February 23, 2020—Bender JCC, Rockville, MD
Remembrance and Rescue: Exhibits from Israel; BESA: A Code of Honor: Muslim Albanians who Rescued Jews during the Holocaust.

Now - February 24, 2020—UN Visitors Lobby, UN Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibit: Seeing Auschwitz

Now- February 24, 2020—UN Visitors Lobby, UN Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibit: Crimes Uncovered: The First Generation of Holocaust Researchers

Now - February 24, 2020—UN Visitors Lobby, UN Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibit: Some Were Neighbors
Now – February 26, 2020—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Johannesburg, South Africa
The Girl in the Diary: Searching for Rywka from the Lodz Ghetto. For more information: info@jhbholocaust.co.za

Now – February 28, 2020—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
Exhibition: Israel Then & Now featuring the authentic flag from the Exodus. Fees. For more: education@hdec.org | (954) 929-5690 x 304.

Now – April 20, 2020—Venues Throughout Greater Phoenix, Phoenix, AZ
Holocaust By Bullets in Greater Phoenix is a 3-month program featuring numerous educational events and activities including exhibitions, tours, lectures, films, conferences, panel and book discussions, and a keynote address by Father Patrick Desbois on April 20, 2020.

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope. Free one-hour guided tours available Tuesdays at 3:00 pm.

Now—August 30, 2020 — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.

February 2, 2020, 11:00 am—Joseph Kushner Hebrew Academy, 110 South Orange Ave, Livingston, NJ
Film premiere: An Inconvenient Time: The Story of Ruth Ravina

February 2, 2020, 1:00 pm—Holocaust Memorial Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Discussion and Book Signing with David Marwell, author of Mengele: Unmasking the ‘Angel of Death’

February 2, 2020, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survivor Speaker Series: Hear Frederick Terna discuss his experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP

February 3, 2020, 7:30 pm—Chabad at Short Hills, 650 South Orange Ave, Livingston, NJ
An Evening with Holocaust Survivor Gladys Halperin. For more: 973-535-1800
February 4, 2020, 3:00 pm—Wiener Holocaust Library, Russell Sq., London, UK

**PhD and a Cup of Tea: The Collaboration between the Political Police of Fascist Italy and the Third Reich**

February 4, 2020, 7:00 pm—AZ Jewish Historical Society, 122 E. Culver St, Phoenix, AZ

Film: *The Road to Babi Yar*. For more: hbbphx2020@gmail.com

February 5, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

**13 Drivers’ Licenses** about licenses confiscated from Jewish citizens of Germany in 1938, that were found in an envelope in a government office in Lichtenfels, Bavaria in February 2017 and the research done to find the descendants of these people. Lisa Salko, one of those descendants, will recount how she traveled to Germany to unveil a lost chapter of her family history.

February 5, 2020, 7:30 pm — Gindi Auditorium, AJU Familian Campus, 15600 Mulholland Dr. Los Angeles, CA

**Bombing Auschwitz: Film Screening and Discussion.** For more: wcce@aju.edu or 310-440-1572

February 6, 2020, 6:30 pm—Burton Barr Library, 1221 N. Central Ave, Phoenix, AZ

**Inheriting Trauma: Genocide as a Case in Point** with Janice Friebaum. For more information: hbbphx2020@gmail.com

February 6, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY


February 9, 2020, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

**Survivor Talks – In Our Voices.** Hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

February 10, 2020, 6:00 pm—Shirley & Barton Weisman Delray Community Center, 7091 W. Atlantic Ave, Delray Beach, FL

**Children of Holocaust Survivors: The Impact of Trauma in Their Lives** with Dr. Irit Felsen

February 11, 2020, 6:15 pm—**Wiener Holocaust Library**, Russell Sq, Bloomsbury, London, UK

**Talk: The Forgotten Exiles - Jewish Refugee Domestic in Britain, 1938-1945**

February 11, 2020, 7:00 pm — Brookline Booksmith, 279 Harvard St. Brookline, MA


February 12, 2020, 5:00 pm—120 Anderson Library, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

**Book talk: Belonging: WWII and German Cultural Identity.** Nora Krug, author.

February 12, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

**Behind the Scenes of Rendering Witness: Holocaust-Era Art as Testimony** with exhibition curator Michael Morris
February 13, 2020, 11:30 am—710 Social Sciences, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
*Who Will Write Our History? Rediscovering a Hidden Archive From the Warsaw Ghetto.* Book talk by Professor Samuel D. Kassow, History, Trinity College, and author.

February 17, 2020, 6:00 pm—Busboys and Poets Bookstore, 235 Carroll St, NW, Washington, DC
**Helen Fremont** reads from her new memoir, *The Escape Artist.* For more: helenfremont@gmail.com, www.helenfremont.com.

February 18, 2020, 11:30 am—710 Social Sciences, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
**Practical Musicology: Audio Guides, Sound Ethics, and Holocaust Memory.** Lecture by **Kathryn Huether**, PhD Candidate, musicology.

February 18, 2020, 4:00 pm—Kupferberg Holocaust Center at Queensborough Community College-CUNY, Bayside, NY
Lecture: *Memorialization and Memory.* **Todd Fine**, President of the Washington Street Advocacy Group, and **Dr. Kerry Whigham**, a postdoctoral research and teaching fellow at Binghamton University's Institute for Genocide and Mass Atrocity Prevention, will discuss recent debates around memorials in the United States as well as explore the capacity of memory initiatives both to incite and mitigate risk for identity-based violence.

February 19, 2020, 6:00 pm—de Saisset Museum, Santa Clara University, 500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA
Part of the Santa Clara Educational Forum: **Representations of Persecution in Nazi Germany and Northern California:** *Holocaust Archaeologies: Materiality, Methods, and Representation,* delivered by **Caroline Sturdy Colls**. *Sites of Trauma, Sites of Memory: Understanding Victims’ Experiences of Persecution* panel to follow. Registration required.

February 19, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

February 20, 2020, 10:00 am— de Saisset Museum, Santa Clara University, 500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA
Part of the Santa Clara Educational Forum: **Representations of Persecution in Nazi Germany and Northern California:** *Pedagogy Roundtable: Teaching Challenging Topics in the College Classroom*. Registration required.

February 20, 2020, 6:00 pm—Triton Museum of Art, 1505 Warburton Ave, Santa Clara, CA
Part of the Santa Clara Educational Forum: **Representations of Persecution in Nazi Germany and Northern California:** *Citizenship, Belonging, and the Trauma of Exile*. Registration required.

February 20, 2020, 6:30 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
*Lives in Limbo: Jewish Refugees in Portugal, 1940–1945* with historian **Marion Kaplan**.
February 20, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**Live Performance – Sneak Peek: Two Remain.** Chicago Fringe Opera presents a preview of Jake Heggie and Gene Sheer’s new opera *Two Remain.* Based on the lives of Holocaust survivors Gad Beck and Krystyna Zywulska (born Sonia Landau), the opera explores the haunting scar of what it means to be left behind. Talk back with performers and members of the production team follows. Free with Museum admission. [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

February 23, 2020, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**Coming Together in Skokie: “When We Arrived”: Our Diverse Population in Niles Township.** What does “the American Dream” mean to you? Hear personal stories from a panel representing various waves if immigration to our community, including Holocaust survivors who came to Skokie in the 1960s. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

February 26, 2020, 6:30 pm—Wiener Holocaust Library, Russell Sq, Bloomsbury, London, UK  
**Illustrated Talk: Charlotte Salomon: Art and Death, Life or Theatre?**

February 26, 2020, 7:00 pm—McNally Jackson Bookstore – Seaport, 4 Fulton St, New York, NY  
Helen Fremont and Cheryl Pearl Sucher in conversation about Helen's new memoir *The Escape Artist.* For more: helenfremont@gmail.com, [www.helenfremont.com](http://www.helenfremont.com)

February 29, 2020, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**Survivor Talks – In Our Voices.** Hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

March 1, 2020, 10:30 am-7:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival.** The seventh annual JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival features recent released documentary and feature films. This year’s titles are *A Bag of Marbles, Chichinette: How I Accidentally Became a Spy, The Mover* and *Prosecuting Evil: The Extraordinary World of Ben Ferencz.* Fees. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

March 3, 2020, 4:30 pm—1210 Heller Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN  
**Psychological Trauma and Memory Politics in Hiroshima and Auschwitz.** Lecture by Professor Ran Zwigenberg, Asian Studies and Jewish Studies, Pennsylvania State University.

March 4, 2020, 1:25 pm—330 Anderson Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN  
**Entangled Memories: Hiroshima, Jerusalem, and the Emergence of Global Memory Culture.** Lecture by Professor Ran Zwigenberg, Asian studies and Jewish studies, Pennsylvania State University.

March 11, 2020, 7:00 pm—Rainis Auditorium, College of Saint Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ  
**Heroines of the Holocaust** with Lori Weintrob, Director, Wagner College Holocaust Center and Auschwitz survivor Rachel Rachama Roth.

March 11, 2020, 7:00 pm—Rainis Auditorium, College of Saint Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ  
**America and its Jews in the 1930s** with Dr. Hasia Diner.
March 19, 2020, 7:00 pm—National Park Service Salem Visitors Center, 2 New Liberty Street, Salem, MA
**Heather Morris**, Author, *The Tattooist of Auschwitz*. For information: chgs@salemstate.edu

March 18, 2020, 6:30 pm—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, 975 Imperial Golf Course Blvd., Suite 108, Naples FL
Liberators will be honored with a film screening of *Footsteps of My Father*. RSVP at holocaustmuseumswfl.org.

March 18, 2020, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
**Franci’s War** Book Launch with author **Helen Epstein**.

March 18, 2020, 7:00 pm—Mead Hall Founders’ Room, Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Generations of the Holocaust: Myths and Realities** with Dr. **Eva Fogelman**.

March 25, 2020, 4:00 pm—Dorothy Young Center for the Arts, Room 106, Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Documenting the Second Generation: Daughters of Holocaust Survivors** with Aliza Augustine, an artist whose fine art narrative photography confronts the Holocaust, feminism, genocide, gender, and race.

March 26, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Book & Author: From Day to Day: One Man’s Diary of Survival in Nazi Concentration Camps**. Odd Nansen’s diary reveals his daily struggle to survive and maintain his humanity while imprisoned in concentration camps in Norway and Germany. Timothy Boyce rescued Nansen’s diary from oblivion, after it had been out of print for over 60 years. Signing to follow. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 1, 2020, 4:00 pm—Dorothy Young Center for the Arts, Room 106, Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Uncovering My Family’s History in the Holocaust**, with 2G writer **Barbara Gilford**.

April 6, 2020, 7:00 pm—Dolan Performance Hall, Annunciation Center, College of Saint Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ
Documentary screening: **Bombing Auschwitz** with guest speaker Dr. Rebecca Erbelding, the award-winning author of **Rescue Board: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe**

April 7, 2020, 4:30 pm—Manninen Center for the Arts, Endicott College, 376 Hale St., Beverly, MA
Research discussion on antisemitism, race, discrimination, and teaching using art, and artifacts with artist **Renee Billingslea**. For more information: chgs@salemstate.edu.

April 19, 2020, 1:00 pm—Kupferberg Holocaust Center at Queensborough Community College-CUNY, Bayside, NY
**Yehoshua and Edna Aizenberg Annual Yom HaShoah Commemoration**. Screening of a special 37-minute version of the acclaimed 2018 film, *Who Will Write Our History*. 
April 19, 2020, 1:30 pm—Beth Hillel Bnai Emunah, Wilmette, IL
Community-wide Yom HaShoah commemoration. Remarks by civic and political leaders, spoken word and musical performance, and a candle lighting by Holocaust survivors and their descendants will take place. Free to the public. www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 19, 2020, 5:00 pm—Temple Sinai, 9001 Hillpointe Road, Las Vegas, NV
Las Vegas Area Yom Hashoah Commemoration with guest speaker Eric Lichtblau. For more information: genshoah1@cox.net.

April 20, 2020, 4:00 pm—Mead Hall Founders’ Room, Drew University, Madison, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Surviving the Holocaust as a Hidden Child in Hungary with survivor Judith Bihaly.

April 21, 2020, 12:30 pm — JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, West Orange, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest and JCC MetroWest Yom HaShoah Commemoration, featuring Rebecca Erbelding, author of Rescue Board, followed by a book signing and dessert reception. For more information: or holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org, 973-929-3194

April 27, 2020, 7:00 pm—Higgins Middle School, 85 Perkins St, Peabody, MA
Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony. For more: chgs@salemstate.edu

FYI... For Your Information

FYI... Online newsletters
Yad Vashem
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI... Museum Beit Theresienstadt Kibbutz, Givat Hayim, Israel tour: Journey of Remembrance & Renewal of an Orphaned Torah Scroll Survivor of a Destroyed Czech Community. Activities include tours and lectures from the Czech Republic to Israel, May 14 – 25, 2020. For more information: vaakov@bterezin.org.il

FYI... Journey on the Road to Freedom tour through France, Spain and Portugal July 25 – August 4, 2020

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... For upcoming screenings of The Spy Behind Home Plate:
February 3, 2020, Cincinnati, OH, Mayerson JCC Jewish & Israeli Film Festival
February 9, 2020, Denver, CO, Denver Jewish Film Festival
February 13, 2020, Roslyn Heights, NY, Sisterhood, Temple Beth Sholom
February 16, 2020, San Antonio, TX, The Barshop JCC Jewish Film Festival
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February 16-17, 2020, San Diego, CA, San Diego International Jewish Film Festival
February 16-18, 2020, Phoenix, AZ, Greater Phoenix Jewish Film Festival

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

Report: 14,800 Holocaust survivors pass away in 2019
The survivors of the Holocaust matter
Hundreds of photographers worldwide capture Holocaust’s last living survivors
Remembering the Righteous As We Remember the Holocaust
The ‘Never Again’ Declaration: A model for remembrance and action
‘Carry our stories forward’: Holocaust survivors share powerful testimonies at UN
Auschwitz survivors warn of rising anti-Semitism 75 years on
Seventy-Five Years After Auschwitz, Anti-Semitism Is on the Rise
IHRA 2020 declaration discusses Holocaust, modern antisemitism
Timeline of Events From Hitler’s Rise to Power to Nuremberg Trials
At the United Nations, Israel and Russia to jointly mark liberation of Auschwitz
The Dirty Politics Behind Israel's Capitulation to Putin's WWII Revisionism
US ambassador in Poland says Soviet Union helped start WWII | DW | 30.12.2019
War of Words Over World War II Continues Between Poland and Russia
US, German, Israeli Envoys Weigh In on Russian WWII Claims ...
Should liberation of Auschwitz be celebrated with luxe ...
Huge Cache of Nazi-Looted Art
‘Rendering Witness’ displays risks artists took while the Holocaust raged in Europe
The only novel written at Auschwitz is finally to be published in English
The online revival of a Jewish community wiped out in the Holocaust (Haaretz)
Reclaiming Jewish Life After the Nightmare of Communism
Why so many Holocaust survivors are celebrating their bar/bat mitzvahs (Kveller)
Cobblestones commemorating Holocaust turn a new corner
Do school trips to Holocaust museum actually prevent anti-Semitism?
Omar, Corbyn slammed by Jews for remarks on Holocaust Remembrance Day
‘Auschwitz Ash’ Crayons, ‘Happy Hitler’ Coloring Book Mock Holocaust
'Auschwitz Ash' Crayons, 'Happy Hitler' Coloring Book Mock the Holocaust for Profit

Argentina
Diego Schwartzman writes about his family’s Holocaust History

Australia
Holocaust survivor ‘suffering flashbacks’ after Nazi flag flown metres away from his Australian home
Australia Represented As States Recommit To Holocaust Remembrance
Lest we forget? 75 years after Auschwitz, too many do

Austria
Rothschild heir reportedly accuses Vienna of ‘perpetuating’ Nazi laws
Vienna's home for exiled music

Bahrain
Emirati, Bahraini FMs speak out against racism ahead of Holocaust Memorial Day

Belgium
Belgian leader celebrates Holocaust rescuer’s 100th birthday
Belgian paper accuses ‘Zionists’ of ‘playing the Holocaust card’

Brazil
Brazil Minister Ousted Over Remarks Echoing Nazi Propaganda
Brazil’s culture minister fired for giving a speech that used excerpts of one by the Nazi Goebbels

Canada
Woman born in Auschwitz returns for 75th commemoration
Inuvik students plan trip to tour Holocaust sites studied in class | CBC News
Family Stunned to Discover Swastika Painted on Uncle’s Head at Elderly Care Center
Toronto District School Board plans wide-ranging Holocaust Commemoration
Push underway to get Holocaust education into med school
Canada reaffirms its commitment to fighting antisemitism and remembering victims of Holocaust
Hundreds of Holocaust survivors return to Auschwitz
'It's not normal that we survived': Toronto Holocaust survivor was one of Auschwitz's first prisoners | CBC News
This Toronto woman survived Auschwitz. Now, at 95, she's still speaking up for the people murdered | CBC Radio

Canadian holocaust survivor brings his story to life

‘This is Auschwitz. You will never get out’: Canadian Holocaust survivor recalls his dark time in Nazis death camp

Opinion: The enormity of the horror of Auschwitz transcends our ability to imagine what happened there

‘People didn’t believe’: Auschwitz’s dwindling survivors recount horrors of Nazi death camp

Hanes: Don't call her an Auschwitz survivor. 'I'm a witness to history'

Toronto Holocaust survivor has a warning to the next generation: ‘It can happen again’

Auschwitz visit turns up new information for survivor’s son

International Holocaust Remembrance Day marked in Calgary | CBC News

8 Canadian books to read on Holocaust Remembrance Day | CBC Books

The Listener: In the Shadow of the Holocaust | CBC Books

Rosensweig: The failure of Holocaust education

Retelling the Holocaust: Graphic novelists sketch out new versions of survivors’ little-known stories

Three Graphic Novels Frame Lasting Lessons Of The Holocaust

‘Secret Hitler’ Board Game Yanked from Shelves in Montreal

Finland

Neo-Nazis deny Holocaust, burn Israeli flag in Finland

France

Teenagers helped launch the WWII French Resistance; many paid with their lives

Val d'Isere: The doctor who hid a Jewish girl — and the resort that wants to forget (BBC)

Macron Meets with ‘Holocaust Denier’ Abbas Before Auschwitz Memorial

‘Mockery of the Holocaust’: Macron Slammed for Visit with Abbas

Holocaust must not 'justify' division or hate, Macron says on 75th anniversary of Auschwitz liberation

'The Last Ones': Listening to survivors of the concentration camps

The Interview - Holocaust survivor Dita Kraus: 'For children, Auschwitz was less horrible than for adults'

Tony Corso captures photo of Holocaust survivor with grandson

The last survivors: growing old with memories of Auschwitz - France 24
How the world discovered the Nazi death camps - France 24
How the Nazis carried out their 'Final Solution' - France 24
75 years on, the faces of Auschwitz survivors - France 24
A photographer's search for his mother in Nazi concentration camps
Art Historian Identifies Ten Nazi-Looted Paintings in the Louvre's Collections
Nazi-looted Masterpieces to Hit Auction Block After Return to Jewish Owners
Survey: Majority of French Don’t Know Scope of Holocaust
A third of French people think a new Holocaust could happen in the U.S., according to a poll
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Survey Shows French Awareness Gap | Time

Germany
Laden with guilt: Full text of German President’s World Holocaust Forum Speech
German Auschwitz prosecutor recalls powerful tales from the Holocaust
Newly released photos further suggest John Demjanjuk was ...
Berlin museum unveils photos possibly featuring Demjanjuk at ...
Photos from Sobibor Nazi death camp unveiled
Newly Released Photos May Place the 'Devil Next Door' at Sobibor Death Camp
Historians: Nazi Sobibor death camp photos may feature NE Ohio’s John Demjanjuk
Photos may depict John Demjanjuk as Nazi Sobibor death ...
Nazi Sobibor death camp photos may feature John Demjanjuk ...
Newly discovered photos of Nazi death camp may show guard Demjanjuk: historians
Nazi official who risked life to save hundreds of Jews posthumously recognized
Three German women who defied the Nazis
'I think it can happen again' — Holocaust survivor meets Merkel ahead of Auschwitz liberation anniversary | DW | 21.01.2020
'We Have Not Learned from History,' Says German President at Holocaust Event in Jerusalem
Anti-Semitism is worse today than during Hitler’s rise, says grandson of German diarist who defied Nazis
Survivor stories spotlight Auschwitz liberation anniversary
75 portraits of Holocaust survivors featured in new exhibition | DW | 21.01.2020
A German town and Josef Mengele, Auschwitz 'angel of death' | DW | 22.01.2020
The Rock from Dachau
How Methamphetamine became a key part of Nazi military strategy (Time)
Former German soccer president sent hundreds to die in Auschwitz
Berlin villa where Holocaust was planned launches modern exhibition | DW | 17.01.2020
Berlin Villa Where Holocaust Was Planned Launches New Permanent Exhibit
Before the ‘Final Solution’ There Was a ‘Test Killing ...
The German company that enabled the Holocaust | DW | 23.01.2020
Berlin police stop removal of Holocaust urn that angered Jews
'Auschwitz did not begin in Auschwitz'
German’s Diary Tells of Opposition to Hitler
'Liberation of Ravensbrück’ commemorates Holocaust survivors - FGCU 360
Germany returns artwork stolen by Nazis to French Jewish family
The Concentration Camp Victim Who Never Was - DER SPIEGEL - International
New website shows how German industry used Auschwitz prisoners as slaves
Nazi perpetrators in the concentration camp: Photos show Demjanjuk in Sobibor
Selling Motherhood: The Nazi Attempt to Increase the Master Race
In Germany, A Jewish Millennial Argues That The Past Isn't Past
1 in 5 Germans think the Holocaust gets too much attention, surveys find
Neo-Nazis disrupt tours at Buchenwald memorial | DW | 23.01.2020
Germany Bans Neo-Nazi Organization Combat 18 Deutschland
Germany warns of ‘mass exit’ of Jews if anti-Semitism persists
German FM Proposes Action Plan to Fight Anti-Semitism, Prevent Jews from Fleeing

Greece
Greeks who survived Holocaust as children speak out after decades of silence
Holocaust monument and newly renovated synagogue vandalized in Greece
The Jew who worked for the Nazis and hunted down refugees in WWII Greece
Greece experiences antisemitism ahead of Greek Holocaust Remembrance Day

Hungary
Meet the man who saved 62,000 people during the Holocaust
Ambassadors Pay Tribute to Holocaust Victims
Pain Still Acute As Hungary's Jews Mark Liberation Of Budapest Ghetto
Agnes Keleti, the oldest living Olympic champion, turns 99
Oldest living Olympic champ, a Holocaust survivor, turns 99
How a ‘wonder rabbi’ is stirring up a Hungarian village (Christian Science Monitor)
Great-grandfather of new leader of Hungary’s far-right Jobbik died in Auschwitz

Hungary’s far-right Jobbik party elects leader with Jewish roots

India

Wanted: A ‘museum of tolerance’ to remember intolerance in India

Republic of Ireland

President warns about extremism at Holocaust commemoration

Israel

Holocaust Facts: Where Does the Figure of 6 Million Victims Come From?

Should we try Holocaust survivor-collaborators?

Rivlin: Nazis greatly assisted in murderous acts by European countries

The Fifth World Holocaust Forum – Watch Live

Who is the Fifth World Holocaust Forum for?

A crucial message to the Holocaust Forum is needed

At Holocaust Memorial, a Survivor and Towering Moral Voice Says He ‘Cannot Forgive’

Jews Could ‘Disappear Completely’ from Europe, Says Chairman of Holocaust Forum

The Two Jewish World Leaders Meet in Jerusalem

Holocaust awareness is essential for our war on antisemitism

Linking Israel’s founding to Holocaust, once cause for outrage, is now accepted

A decade ago, linking Israel’s founding to the Holocaust started a firestorm. Today it's accepted.

World War II was caused by hatred of Jews, preeminent Holocaust scholar says

Resounding message of World Holocaust Forum: ‘Never Again ...'

Number of Holocaust Survivors Living in Israel Continues to Dwindle

Ahead of International Holocaust Remembrance Day, Data Shows 192,000 Survivors Living in Israel

Holocaust Memorial Day: Israel to honor survivors

Holocaust politics is bad for the Jews

Remembering the Holocaust and fighting anti-Semitism without politics

As Holocaust memorial begins, organizers deny event becoming politicized

Remembering the Holocaust and fighting anti-Semitism without politics

Everything you must know about the biggest diplomatic event in Israel’s history

From Anastasiades to Zelensky: Rivlin hosts Israel’s largest diplomatic influx
Netanyahu thanks world leaders for attending World Holocaust Forum

At Holocaust Memorial, a Survivor and Towering Moral Voice ...

At Yad Vashem, German president says Germans haven’t learned lesson of Holocaust

Laden with guilt: Full text of German President’s World Holocaust Forum Speech

Holocaust row seethes as leaders gather in Israel

With Holocaust summit in Jerusalem, Israel gets dragged into Europe’s memory wars

Watch: Israel Angered as French President to Visit Abbas During Holocaust Memorial

These are the world leaders who will attend the 75th World Holocaust Forum this week

Israel Prepares to Host 75th Anniversary of Auschwitz Liberation, 50 World Leaders Arriving

Kings, Princes, and Presidents Arrive in Israel for Holocaust Memorial

With 10,000 officers, police gear up to protect massive Holocaust commemoration

Palestinian Authority newspaper calls for violence to disrupt Holocaust event in Jerusalem

Palestinians: World leaders chose wrong site to mark Holocaust ceremony

Unprecedented: Over 40 world leaders to convene at Yad Vashem for Holocaust memorial event

World Leaders Coming to Israel: ‘Remembering the Holocaust, Fighting Anti-Semitism’

Not invited to speak, Poland president may skip major Jerusalem Holocaust forum

Poland's president will not attend Holocaust event in Israel because he was not invited to speak

Russia and Poland are playing political games with the Holocaust

Polish President Not Attending Holocaust Event in Israel, Insisted on Giving Speech

Is Israel snubbing Poland to placate Putin?

Among dozens of world leaders in Jerusalem, Putin proves the dominant presence

Historians slam ‘completely false’ Putin Holocaust claims at Jerusalem ceremony

Israel-Poland Ties Fray as Polish President Brands Israeli Foreign Minister’s Remarks ‘Offensive’

Prince Charles Will Meet With British Holocaust Survivors During His Visit to Israel This Month

Prince Charles to Speak at Israel’s Holocaust Memorial: ‘Extremism and Intolerance Must Never Prevail

Prince Charles meets president, survivors on first-ever official visit to Israel

Prince Charles: ‘Hatred and intolerance still lurk, and seek new victims’

Auschwitz: Prince Charles warns world leaders over ‘hatred’

Prince Charles visits Jerusalem tomb of his grandmother who saved Jews in WWII
German President Steinmeier meets with Holocaust survivors in Jerusalem | DW | 22.01.2020
Opinion: Steinmeier's humble Auschwitz commemoration | DW | 23.01.2020
Mike Pence to Attend Holocaust Forum in Israel
World Holocaust Forum: Pence, Netanyahu, and other world leaders speak
Putin skews Holocaust history at global Auschwitz commemoration event in Jerusalem
Putin: Nazis’ European accomplices were often ‘crueler than their masters’
A powerful message at the Fifth World Holocaust Forum
Leaders vow to learn from Holocaust, offer competing lessons
World Leaders, Gathering to Mark Holocaust, Are Urged to Fight ‘Deadly Cancer’
Holocaust scholar’s speech to world leaders: Anti-Semitism destroys your nations
At ‘historic gathering,’ Rivlin swears leaders into fight against Jew-hatred
Israeli Holocaust survivor shows world her diary from Auschwitz
At Auschwitz liberation tribute, Israel should study tale of two monument
Honoring Holocaust victims means fighting antisemitism
Palestinian Paper: 'Murder Jews to Stop Holocaust Ceremony in Jerusalem’
Palestinian Columnist Calls for Murder to Disrupt Holocaust Ceremony
Warning Iran, PM says lesson of Auschwitz is to confront evil when it’s small
World Holocaust Forum at Yad Vashem: 'Hatred, anti-Semitism and racism will never win' | DW | 21.01.2020
News / Leaders from World War II’s Allied powers address World Holocaust Forum in Jerusalem
World Leaders Gather in Jerusalem to Remember Holocaust, Fight Anti-Semitism
The liberation of Auschwitz is a reminder of our sacred work
‘I am here’: Holocaust survivors mark Auschwitz liberation
Music saved him at Auschwitz. Now, a Levittown man returns to sing in memory of those lost.
7 Israeli Initiatives For Embracing Holocaust Education And Remembrance
Fighting Antisemitism today: Learning from the Holocaust
Victor Gollancz’s attempt to stop the Holocaust
Yad Vashem, Facebook partner to commemorate Holocaust victims
Facial recognition could help discover fate of Holocaust victims
Holocaust victims’ fates could be revealed with facial recognition
Facial recognition software could help discover fate of Holocaust victims
After an AmazingFeat of Genealogy, a Holocaust Survivor Tells Yad Vashem He’s Alive After All
Back from the Dead  
Twin Sisters Were Liberated From Auschwitz, But Not From Mengele  
As the Witness Generation Fades, Holocaust Museum Faces a Race Against the Clock  
'I stayed alive to tell' - Auschwitz's dwindling survivors recount horrors of Nazi death camp  
Last Auschwitz survivors speak: 'We haven't won, but we've taught our grandkids'  
Watch: Holocaust Survivor Lives to See Grandson Fly as IDF Pilot  
Holocaust survivor, 14 times lottery winner and fugitive, to return to Israel  
My encounters with Rafael Lemkin, the penniless, persistent hero who coined the term 'genocide'  
The ‘virtual’ future of Holocaust education is already here  
Confronting the Holocaust and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict in ‘Afterward’ | Jewish Journal  
Holocaust remembrance, Palestinian irrelevance  
Watch: Holocaust Survivor Escaped the Nazis, Finishes Entire Talmud in Israel!  
In Jerusalem, Yad Vashem preserves the memory of Holocaust victims  
80 Holocaust survivors celebrate bar, bat mitzvah at Western Wall  
The Pain of the Holocaust Echoes Through Three Israeli Novels  
Act for Israel! Tell Amazon to Stop Selling Disgraceful ‘Secret Hitler’ Game!  
How Helene, a Jewish Holocaust survivor, became Leila, the matriarch of a Palestinian Muslim clan (Washington Post)  
Italy  
Rome honours victims of the Holocaust  
Anti-Semitic graffiti scrawled on Holocaust survivor’s door in Italy  
Pope Francis says today's 'culture of hate' reminds him of the days of Hitler  
Painting found stashed in wall of Italian museum confirmed to be stolen Klimt  
Painting Found Inside Walls of Italian Gallery Authenticated as Stolen Klimt  
Portrait of a Lady: Painting found hidden in Italian gallery wall confirmed as long-lost Klimt  
Fresh anti-Semitic writings appear in Italian cities, towns  
Japan  
My father, the quiet hero: how Japan’s Schindler saved 6,000 Jews  
Lithuania  
Antanas Zubrys and his Wife Dr. Matilda Zubrienè: Defending History’s Persons of the Year (2020)  
Lithuania drafting bill exonerating nation from Holocaust crimes
Lithuania leader joins Poland in snubbing Israel event amid WWII row with Russia
Following Poland's lead, Lithuania proposes a controversial Holocaust law
Lithuanian Jews Concerned Over Possible Holocaust Legislation
Lithuania Moves Toward Holocaust Denial Law to Whitewash Complicity in Nazi Crimes
Lithuania: Never Responsible
Lithuania wants to erase its Holocaust role. That's deplorable

Monaco

Last chance for Justice for Holocaust victims from Monaco

Morocco

Anti-Semitism and Holocaust education in Morocco

Netherlands

Dutch PM apologizes for his country failing its Jews during the Holocaust
At 97, a Dutch resistance hero wants to give fellow Jewish fighters overdue recognition
Germany Gives $4.4 Million to Dutch Holocaust Museum
Holocaust museum to open in Amsterdam after €4m German gift
A New Holocaust Museum Is Coming to the Netherlands, With Help From Germany
Dutch Artist Daan Roosegaarde Didn't Want to Accept the Commission for a New Holocaust Memorial. Here's What Changed His Mind
Daan Roosegaarde remembers Dutch Holocaust victims with Levenslicht memorial
Glowing stones form new Dutch memorial to Holocaust victims
Nazi-Looted Art at Palace in Netherlands Set to Be Returned to Heirs of Jewish Owners
The teenage Dutch girls who seduced and killed Nazis - BBC Reel
How a volunteer Jewish fire brigade saved the Dutch Portuguese Synagogue in WWII
Dutch Return Rare Nazi Looted Porcelain to Jewish Heirs

New Zealand

75 Years Since Auschwitz Liberation
Swastikas painted on synagogue in New Zealand

Philippines

Story of Survival in Philippines During Holocaust - Atlanta Jewish Times
Holocaust Survivors Reveal How Filipinos Protected Them When Everyone Else Wouldn’t
Poland

Photos of Nazis at Sobibor death camp are the first of their kind
Holocaust: SS officer's photos reveal Sobibor death camp ...
Photos show the horrors of Auschwitz, 75 years after its liberation
How Auschwitz became centre of Nazi Holocaust
Bones of Holocaust victims rise up from under ground in Auschwitz
Who recalls the four heroic Auschwitz escapees?
Israeli President in Poland: Many Poles Aided in Murder of Jews
Holocaust survivors share thoughts and stories on tour of Auschwitz
Auschwitz 75 years later: Universal lessons
Lessons we should have learned from the liberation of Auschwitz and other Nazi camps
Pictured in colour for the first time, this was Auschwitz 75 years ago
A haunting view of Auschwitz, 75 years after liberation
They were just like us
AP Photos: After Auschwitz, survivors still bear witness
‘They were throwing children into fiery pits – it still gives me sleepless nights.’ Survivors recall horrors of Auschwitz
World Leaders Honor Survivors Beneath the Gates of Auschwitz
World Leaders Honor Survivors at Auschwitz Ceremony
The gates of hell: Auschwitz 75 years on
Photos: 75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz
Holocaust Survivors Return To Auschwitz 75 Years After Liberation
Survivors Return to Auschwitz 75 Years After Liberation
On liberation anniversary, Auschwitz survivors in their own words and photos
NY Holocaust Survivor, 86, Returns to Auschwitz for First Time with Israeli Military Officers & FIDF
Holocaust Survivor Returning To Auschwitz: 'It's Like Going To The Family Cemetery'
Survivor Stories Spotlight Auschwitz Liberation Anniversary
Auschwitz Survivor Reflects on Liberation 75th Anniversary | Time
Auschwitz survivor who was just 2 at liberation nurses scars
Auschwitz Survivor Returns To Death Camp For The Final Time
At Auschwitz, Holocaust Survivors Plead ‘Never Forget’
Watch: Auschwitz Survivor Recalls Torture, Burning Flesh on 75th Anniversary of Liberation
The truth that must not die
Remembering the Long Road to Auschwitz

100 European legislators visit Auschwitz, urged to be tougher on anti-Semitism

Opinion: Why is a church still holding services in the former Nazi headquarters of Auschwitz-Birkenau?

Remembering the Muslims murdered at Auschwitz

Arab Leaders Visit Auschwitz: A Game Changer

In first, senior Saudi clerics to visit Auschwitz

Muslim world leaders visit Auschwitz in 'strong signal' of interfaith support

Muslim World League chief leads delegation to Auschwitz for Holocaust memorial

Islamic, Jewish Leaders Jointly Visit Auschwitz, Making ‘History’

Senior Saudi leader and Muslim religious leaders visit Auschwitz

This must never happen again, says Saudi cleric as Muslim group tours Auschwitz

Watch: Muslim Delegation to Auschwitz was ‘Provocation to Islamic World’

The Muslims of Auschwitz: tales of tragedy and heroism 75 years on

Polish Catholics: the great forgotten when talking about the Holocaust victims

Holocaust survivor returns to Auschwitz 75 years after the liberation

The only novel written at Auschwitz is finally to be published in English

The ordinariness of Auschwitz

Postcards from Auschwitz

What Happened After the Liberation of Auschwitz

Holocaust archaeology: uncovering vital evidence to prove the deniers wrong

Łódź marks Roma camp liquidation in wartime ghetto

The Poles Who Tried to Save My Father

Poland has done it again

A Polish-Russian row over commemoration of the Holocaust

Polish president accuses Putin of ‘historical lie’ over second world war

Director of Auschwitz museum slams holding World Holocaust Forum in Jerusalem

Polish Jewish community head backs president’s decision to skip Holocaust event

Polish President: Poles & Jews will stand together to guard truth about the Holocaust

Polish President Won’t Attend Holocaust Event Unless Given Chance to ‘Refute Putin’s Lies’

Holocaust memorial event should be in Poland, not Jerusalem, Duda says

Poland protests Vladimir Putin’s speech at Holocaust event | DW | 12.01.2020

Polish PM: Soviets facilitated Nazi Germany, Russia is rewriting history
Russia-Poland feud over history clouds Auschwitz anniversary

Poland Urged to Look for Nazi-Looted Art Still Held in Its Museums

Restorers find trove of precious Judaica in wall of former Polish synagogue

London pledges contribution to Auschwitz-Birkenau foundation

75 years on, Holocaust survivors struggle to recover property in Poland

The online revival of a Jewish community wiped out in the ...

Deported to Auschwitz: Sheindi Ehrenwald's diary revealed after 75 years | DW | 23.01.2020

The diary of an Auschwitz survivor | DW | 23.01.2020

The girl who ran Auschwitz’s secret library

Auschwitz's horrors still haunt Poles living in nearby town

I Thought I Understood the Shoah. A Visit to Auschwitz Changed That.

Polish lawmaker shares image likening meat industry to Holocaust

Twelve-year-olds in Nazi uniforms and smoke machine 'gas': Polish school reenacts Auschwitz

Polish children simulate being gassed to death at ...

Polish rock band Trupa Trupa are confronting the Holocaust with their songs

Polish post-punk band rages against populism, hatred, and Holocaust denial

Portugal

Israel celebrates Portuguese diplomat who saved thousands of Jews during Holocaust

Russia

Russia-Poland feud over history clouds Auschwitz anniversary

Putin Calls Holocaust ‘One of Most Terrible Chapters’ in History, Claims 40% of Jews Killed Were Soviets

Putin: Holocaust was perpetrated not only by Nazis but also by their ‘henchmen’

Israel and Russia dedicate Jerusalem memorial to WWII Leningrad siege

One of the Last Surviving Auschwitz Liberators Recalls Death Camp Inmates 75 Years On

'Only eyes': Auschwitz liberator recalls death camp inmates 75 years on

The unknown Holocaust in the former Soviet Union

Putin’s Latest Obsession: A New World War II Narrative

Putin’s new propaganda campaign turns Jews into a prop

Russian astronauts remember the Holocaust from International Space Station
Serbia
Serbian president flies star of David flag to mark Holocaust remembrance day
Watch: Yellow Star Badge Marked 'Jude' Flies Over Serbian Capital
Yellow star badge flies over Serbia

Slovakia
The First Official, All-Female Jewish Transport to Auschwitz | Hadassah Magazine

Slovenia
Survivor in Slovenia turns 100 on Holocaust Remembrance Day
Attempt Begins to Rehabilitate Leon Rupnik, Executed Slovenian Nazi
WW2 Slovene Nazi Rupnik Not Guilty on Technicality, Will Not Be Rehabilitated, Heirs May Claim Property

Spain
Outrage As Spanish Celebrity Posts Insensitive Photo At Jewish Holocaust Memorial

Sweden
Reflecting on Raoul Wallenberg’s fate 75 years after his disappearance
Warsaw tribute to Swedish diplomat who saved Jews in Holocaust
Seeking justice for Raoul Wallenberg, the disappeared hero of the Holocaust

UK
Uncovered, Polish Jews' pre-Holocaust plea to Chamberlain: Let us into Palestine
British peer who fled Nazis challenges UK government over child refugee policy
Queen Elizabeth adds two Jewish New Zealand residents to UK Honours list
British royal family members attend multiple Holocaust-remembrance ceremonies
Prince Charles Delivers Powerful Speech at Israel's Holocaust Memorial: 'All Humanity Must Learn'
Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall Attends 75th Anniversary of Auschwitz-Birkenau Liberation
Kate Middleton and Prince William Arrive for Poignant Holocaust Memorial Day Service in London
Kate Middleton Got Behind the Camera to Take Photos of Holocaust Survivors: See the Striking Images
Kate's personal portraits of Holocaust survivors
Kate Middleton Reveals She and Prince William Have Discussed the Holocaust with Prince George
Boris Johnson on Holocaust: “I will never allow this country to forget what happened 75 years ago
Photos from families ripped apart by the Holocaust

Christian girls wore yellow stars on their uniforms in act of solidarity

Outlook, I was a teenager at Auschwitz - BBC World Service

BBC accused of linking Israel's treatment of Palestinians to Holocaust complex

British Jewry leadership ‘expects apology’ from BBC for report tying Holocaust to Israel-Palestinian conflict

Watch: BBC Reporter Hijacks Holocaust Memorial to Blast Israel

BBC Reporter 'Desecrates Holocaust', Invokes ‘Occupied Territories’ During Holocaust Event

BBC Reporter, Long Accused of Anti-Israel Bias, Slammed Over Holocaust Commemoration Report

BBC Whitewashes U.S. Refusal to Bomb Auschwitz

BBC to broadcast ceremony marking 75th anniversary of ...

Prince Charles: lessons of Holocaust still 'searingly relevant'

Auschwitz liberation commemorated in London

Holocaust memorials remember victims

Auschwitz anniversary is 'a day of hope'

'Thou shalt not be indifferent': from Auschwitz's gate of hell, a last, desperate warning

‘Do not be indifferent’: Auschwitz survivors call for world to stay vigilant

Auschwitz survivor: Playing cello saved my life

Auschwitz: 'I couldn't say cheerio to my father'

'I was 90% dead': Henri's story of surviving Auschwitz

I see it as a chance to finally say goodbye

Forgotten voices: the history behind Holocaust Memorial Day

Photos from families ripped apart by the Holocaust

Royal Mail issues Holocaust Memorial Day postmark

‘Avoid tokenism and empty gestures’ on Holocaust Memorial Day, MPs told

More than 2.6m Brits are Holocaust deniers, poll finds

Holocaust survivor dies just weeks before his 100th birthday

Tributes paid to Kindertransport refugee Hermann Hirschberger, who dies aged 93

Orphans of the Holocaust: the remarkable stories of 300 child survivors

Michael Rosen: ‘Stories hung in the air about great-aunts and uncles who’d gone’

How a Jewish girl hid from the Nazis in an Alpine ski resort

Holocaust survivor who took his political art underground sees daylight in UK (Times of Israel)
I saw my mother get shot by Nazi officers – we must never forget the Holocaust

‘The magnitude of the crime is terrifying’: Tributes and tears as Holocaust survivors gather at Auschwitz’s ‘gates of death’

Holocaust survivor's book reveals realities of Auschwitz Family Camp

Holocaust Memorial Even Cancelled After East London Shul’s Ceiling Collapses

Auschwitz footage colourised for the first time in Channel 4 documentary

Director awed by added dimension of humanity to Auschwitz photos from colorizing

Howard Jacobson: 'A feelgood Holocaust exploits the dead and demeans the living'

Appeal to raise £2,000 for Britain’s first Holocaust stolperstein memorial

WW2 survivor 'impressed' by VR Holocaust image

After return to Jewish owners, Nazi-looted art to be auctioned for $22 million

This young woman created 784 paintings while hiding from the Nazis

My mum’s letter written moments before her Auschwitz death

'A terrible past': photography project captures last Holocaust survivors

‘It happens to real people’: how to help children grasp the horror of the Holocaust | Michael Rosen

Why Nazi atrocities against gay men must never be forgotten

Avoid John Boyne’s Holocaust novel, Auschwitz Museum advises

'Jews in the gutter' activist to address Holocaust Memorial Day event organised by Socialist Workers Party

Can a work of fiction about the Holocaust be inaccurate?

BBC apologises after tweet on dwindling Yiddish speakers does not cite Shoah

Charity suspends MP’s aide after Israel ‘Holocaust conditions’ tweet

Leading UK soccer players speak against hatred in Holocaust Memorial Day video

UK Soccer Team Chelsea Commissions Mural Honoring Jewish Players Sent to Nazi Death Camps in Holocaust

Holocaust Day prompts new anti-Semitism warnings

In Pictures: Holocaust Memorial Day

Ukraine

Memories of Kiev’s Babyn Yar massacred during the Holocaust

Watch: Ukraine President Gives Up Seats to Survivors at Holocaust Memorial

Ukrainian president, delegates give their seats at Holocaust event to survivors

Torchlight parade in Kyiv honors Nazi-linked nationalist ...
Israel and Poland slam glorification of Nazi collaborators in Ukraine

In row over Holocaust history, Israel and Poland issue joint critique of Ukraine

Jerusalem issues rare critique of Ukraine’s glorification of Holocaust deniers

Ukraine tells Israel to stay out of debate about honoring Nazi collaborators

Ukrainian Parliament Marks Holocaust Remembrance Day for First Time

A serious man: Zelensky bids to address Ukraine's dark past, brighten its future

Ukraine’s Zelensky confirms he’ll attend Holocaust forum in Jerusalem

Displaced by a brutal war, Ukraine’s Jews start life anew

USA

As Auschwitz Liberation Anniversary Approaches, US Government Underlines Commitment to Holocaust Survivors

News / Bipartisan resolution to be introduced marking 75th year of liberation of Auschwitz

US House Passes Never Again Education Act

House passes bill aimed at bolstering Holocaust education

House overwhelmingly approves $10 million for Holocaust education funding

Meet The Man Who Saved 62,000 People During The Holocaust

Opinion | The Road to Auschwitz Wasn’t Paved With Indifference

Indifference or Collaboration: Which One is the Road to Auschwitz?

Most American adults don’t know 6 million Jews were killed in the Holocaust, survey finds

Most Americans know what Holocaust was; don’t know 6 million Jews were killed

Israel to Unveil Unique Photo Exhibit of Survivors at UN Headquarters

Holocaust Survivors' Photo Exhibit to Open at UN Headquarters

Portraits show ‘dignity and humanity’ of Holocaust survivors, 75 years after Auschwitz liberation

After Auschwitz, survivors still bear witness

Hail and farewell to those we lost in 2019 - CBS News

Holocaust survivors will soon be gone. Now it's up to us to speak out against hate. - Jewish Telegraphic Agency

Trump administration and Democratic leadership mark Auschwitz liberation

Watch: ‘Classmates Drew Swastikas on My Arm,’ Jewish Girl Tells Trump

Nancy Pelosi leads congressional delegation to Poland and Israel

Dallas Has Lost A Vital Human Story Of The Holocaust With The Death Of South Dallas Shopkeeper
Holocaust survivor, Abe Piasek, dies at 91 in Raleigh

Turning a spotlight on the Hollywood doyenne who gave refuge to artists fleeing Hitler (Washington Post)

Auschwitz survivors bear witness as anti-Semitic attacks rise - CNN Video

Local Holocaust survivor recalls teen years in hiding | Valley Roadrunner

For Auschwitz survivor, telling her story is reason to live

Auschwitz was liberated 75 years ago today; one survivor tells his harrowing tale for posterity

New documentary on local woman survivor to premiere

Opinion: We must not forget the Holocaust. But the way we remember will change

Uncle Mordechai's Scars

Courage and Faith: Tibor Rubin's Incredible Heroism

How Nazi-hunters tracked down mass murderers in the United ...

Commander of Nazi SS-led unit dies in US at 100

Minnesota man exposed as commander of Nazi-led unit dies

When US universities turned refugees away - The Washington ...

Historians Unveil New Research on US Response to the Holocaust

Well Worth Saving: American Universities’ Life-and-Death Decisions on Refugees from Nazi Europe

Would ‘Bombing Auschwitz’ Have Stopped the Shoah? | Jewish Journal

Why the bombing Auschwitz argument still matters

The story behind the German Jewish war hero honored on both sides of the Atlantic, decades apart (CNN)

Refusing to Follow Orders

A Proper And Respectful Burial For Victims Of The Holocaust 80 Years Later

‘We are all Jews’: The wartime heroism of Roddie Edmonds merits the Medal of Honor and Congressional Gold Medal

How a Department of Justice team uncovered the details behind a Nazi training camp in Poland

We must end the legacy of Auschwitz

These Horrors Awaited the U.S. Army at Nordhausen Concentration Camp

Young people are responsible for most of New York City's anti-Semitic attacks. Will Holocaust education help?

Half of Americans don’t know 6m Jews were killed in Holocaust, survey says

Opinion: Holocaust lessons remain relevant with antisemitism on the rise

Holocaust Commemoration - Good and Ugly!
Holocaust Remembrance Day | As memories fades, the world becomes more perilous
Eyewitness to horror: New York museum opens exhibit of art by Holocaust victims | Reuters Video
Paintings of Jewish life in prewar Poland at Reutlinger – J.
The Survivor of Auschwitz Who Painted a Forgotten Genocide
Eyewitness to horror: New York museum opens exhibit of art by Holocaust victims
Opinion | Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust
5 Reasons Why “Daf Yomi” Electrifies the Jewish World
Suspect in Monsey Hanukkah attack had journals with references to Hitler
'Nazis didn't fall out of the sky in January '33': The Holocaust Museum’s director on warning signs of fascism
For God's Sake, Wake Up
The Choice of Holocaust Memory
What Americans Know About the Holocaust
Pew study: Most Americans know dates of Holocaust, but not number of Jews killed
No, We Aren’t Seeing The Return Of Nazi Germany
ICE Detention Center Captain Was on a Neo-Nazi Website and Wanted to Start a White Nationalist Group
America must take action on anti-Semitism
#WeRemember is not just a campaign, it’s a mindset
Before the Liberation of Auschwitz, a March of Misery.
Facebook should ban Holocaust denial to mark 75th anniversary of Auschwitz liberation
75 Years After Auschwitz Liberation, Worry that ‘Never Again’ is Not Assured
Auschwitz at 75: From sorrow to song – J.
The lessons of Auschwitz, 75 years after its liberation
NYC Students to Visit Battery Park Holocaust Museum for Free
Who is Jared Kushner?
Barbara Goldstein named chair of Holocaust Task Force
How Do We Remember Victims of Mass Murder? A Holocaust Survivor's Daughter on How She Honors Her Family
Does the Holocaust Still Matter?
Talking With God at Auschwitz
Holocaust education planned after WV jail guard Nazi salute
West Virginia Governor Fires 34 Prison Guard Trainees Who Gave Nazi Salute
West Virginia Plans Holocaust Education for Corrections Department After Nazi Salute

Nazi-Hunting Watchdog: FBI Must Form Task Force to Confront Anti-Semitic Attacks

First transport of Jews to Auschwitz was 997 young Slovak women and teens

Sheitels, Jewels, Stories: Orthodox Holocaust Survivor Women Speak Their Lives

A Single Mother And Her Child Continue A Circle Of Life Disrupted By The Nazis

A Torah scroll that survived the Holocaust will be rededicated at a Buckhead synagogue

These musical instruments survived the Holocaust. Now they honor the musicians who did not

The US Holocaust Museum vs Mark Twain

Helping Survivors While Honoring Their Lives

Another View: Teach love, not hate, in 2020

NYC Auschwitz survivors recall horrors, courage 75 years after liberation

Holocaust survivor full of forgiveness, not bitterness

Beachwood Holocaust survivor recalls horrors, history

Her family tried to poison her during the Holocaust. Today, she tells her story

Appleton man shares family Holocaust survival story

Local Holocaust Survivor Shares Her Story of Forgiveness

A Survivor Remembers Auschwitz After 75 Years

Irving Roth: Holocaust Survivor

Elie Wiesel's son recalls dad, 75 years after Auschwitz liberation

Elie Wiesel’s son opens up about growing up with world-famous Holocaust survivor

Class Notes Prof. Elie Wiesel One Class That Changed Our Lives

What it means to be descended from Holocaust survivors

Auschwitz was liberated 75 years ago. But survivors know anti-Semitism is alive and well

Lessons from the Holocaust Shared in Malibu

75 years after Auschwitz liberation, Holocaust survivor 'cannot keep quiet'

Tulsa Holocaust Survivor Looks Back On The Horror Of World War II

I Survived the Holocaust. But I Have Nightmares About Cats.

75 Years Ago Hells Gates Opened: How Holocaust survivors went on after the liberation of Auschwitz

My Grandmother Kept Telling Us About the Nazis. Now I Know Why.

Community fulfills Holocaust survivor’s dying wish

Las Vegas teacher’s Holocaust assignment becomes life-changing

Review | The Holocaust, mental illness and a family’s secrets
Tennessee Pastor Discovers His Dad Saved Hundreds of Jewish POWs in WWII
Florida man who forgave Nazi camp guard may have invented his story of surviving the Holocaust
The unknown story of the ‘Holocaust by Bullets’
Michigan’s Holocaust museum exhibit reveals secret history behind capture of Adolf Eichmann
Brooklyn teens taken to Holocaust museum in bid to combat anti-Semitism
We must preserve Holocaust survivor testimony to keep lessons alive
Survivor stories: Lier’s mission to preserve Holocaust histories
With Anti-Semitism On The Rise, Stories Of Holocaust Survivors Become More Important
A Holocaust survivor’s story: Daniel Szafran visits county historical association
Survivors: Holocaust remembrance photography exhibit and event - Blog - The Island Now
Feeling The Holocaust
The Many Holocausts
Forgetting Auschwitz by Ana Palacio
Hoosier school children will learn about Eva Kor
Gov. Holcomb proclaims 'Eva Education Day' honoring Holocaust survivor Eva Kor
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Holocaust Center Of Pittsburgh Aiming To Educate
Exclusive: Kindness for Holocaust Survivor Cecile Low, z’l, Results in Mystery, History & Joyous Surprise
Holocaust survivor uses his story to spread kindness to new generation
Colorado’s oldest living Holocaust survivor will speak out “until the last of my breath”
Holcomb declares day honoring late Auschwitz survivor
Delaware schools would have to teach about genocide, the Holocaust under proposed law
Seeking justice for Raoul Wallenberg, the disappeared hero of the Holocaust
At a Holocaust play reading, a Jewish community divided
Strange Inheritance: Holocaust Diary
"Into the Light," Powerful Portraits of Holocaust Survivors
Photos recount portraits of Jews on eve of Holocaust
Holocaust Survivors Will Soon be Gone. Now it’s Up to Us to Speak Out Against Hate.
One man’s passion is set to become a Holocaust Memorial in Niskayuna
Fused Glass Artist to Share Her Holocaust Story at Forum
PBS documentary for Holocaust remembrance
Holocaust Survivor Shares The Rare Moments Of Kindness Amid Unimaginable Cruelty
On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Paying Tribute To Victims and Survivors
75 Years After Auschwitz Liberation, Survivors Urge World To Remember
Auschwitz survivors from Philly area return to death camp, 75 years after Red Army liberated them
Auschwitz survivors warn of rising anti-Semitism, 75 years on
Holocaust Survivors mark 75th anniversary of Auschwitz liberation
‘Young Diaries Gallery’ at Holocaust of Houston
Talking with young students about the Holocaust
Meaning behind ‘The Butterfly Project’ at Holocaust Museum Houston
Daughter’s book about the holocaust celebrates the survivors among us
My grandfather survived the Holocaust in Auschwitz and today he turns 90 – here's what he's taught me
Rutgers Launches Holocaust Studies Minor 75 Years After the Liberation of Auschwitz
Teens at a mostly African-American school in Brooklyn have questions about Jews. A Holocaust class provides some answers.
Holocaust Education Opt-Out By Arizona Schools Not Right: Teen
HPHS Principal Answers Student's Holocaust Remembrance Petition
‘Soul Witness’ returns to Brookline
Teaching the Holocaust to Teenagers in 2020
The question of how teaching the Holocaust without firsthand witnesses
Bearing witness to the witnesses — Miami students document what Holocaust survivors endured
Deborah Lipstadt stood up for her beliefs — fighting in court against a Holocaust denier
How One Jewish Family Reclaimed Its Art Looted By The Nazis
Retired SOU professor will read from his mother’s just-published memoir of the Holocaust
Hollywood's Last Survivors
Minnesota woman shares 'hidden recipes' of Jews enslaved by Nazis
Delco celebrity chef serves "sweet" day for Holocaust survivors
Rereading My Mother’s Memoir
What we talk about when we talk about Holocaust drawings
Allegations of holocaust denial at Plantation barbershop leads to social media backlash
Sacha Baron Cohen Burns Mark Zuckerberg At Golden Globes For Spreading 'Nazi Propaganda'
Never again will I visit Auschwitz
Violins of Hope keep Holocaust memories alive
'Violins of Hope' exhibit tells story of music as protest
Have a violin from Europe with a Holocaust story? 'Violins of Hope' wants to hear it. – J
Violins of Hope: For local fiddler, playing Holocaust violins is personal
Violin Exhibit Carries Stories and Lessons of the Holocaust
‘Pianist of Willesden Lane’ back for South Bay run – J
“The Song of Names” Impactfully Confronts Contemporary Anti-Semitism
Chasing ‘Ivan’ from the Holocaust All the Way | Jewish Journal
Trauma and Hope in Holocaust Documentary ‘We Shall Not Die Now’
Amazon’s ‘Hunters,’ Starring Al Pacino and Executive Produced by Jordan Peele, Premieres in February
Al Pacino Plays A Holocaust Survivor in Amazon’s Anticipated Nazi-Hunter Show
‘Hunters’ Boss on Creating a ‘Love Letter’ to Holocaust Survivor Grandmother
Jesse Eisenberg plays Marcel Marceau in new film and says he feels connected to the…

And Then They Came For Me Opens February 1 At MainStreet
Saul And Ruby Documentary - 'To Life'
Ofra Bloch On 'Afterward'
How a Jewish critic feels about Jojo Rabbit
‘Jojo Rabbit’ Reminds Us That in Judaism, Dancing Means Freedom
Candles Holocaust Museum looks to the future
New exhibit profiles South Bay Holocaust survivors
South Bay Holocaust exhibit in Chula Vista
Chula Vista Opens Holocaust Exhibit
Remember Us The Holocaust: New Exhibit Opens at CV Library
Holocaust Living History Workshop Series Continues at UC San Diego in 2020
Filmmaker a Holocaust 'witness' since she was 8 - San Diego Jewish World
Holocaust survivor from Amherst shares perspective on genocide education bill
'I was really overwhelmed': Spokane Holocaust survivor wins Washington State Person of the Year

SPLC: On Auschwitz Anniversary, ‘We Must Learn From History’
Annual Holocaust Lecture Series To Include Photo Gallery, Lectures, Educational Programming
Dobie teacher uses Holocaust to encourage students to make a difference
The Best Holocaust Books for Kids – Tablet Magazine
Student-Produced Holocaust Documentary ‘Names, Not Numbers’ Premieres At Miami Jewish Film Festival
To stop hate, Scottsdale teen demands Holocaust education for AZ schools
Museum to offer monthly meet and greets with local Holocaust survivors
Art During the Holocaust SDCC 2019 (additional video)
MMRHS has been leader in anti-prejudice education
Champion students learn about Holocaust | News, Sports, Jobs - Tribune Chronicle
Lowcountry high school cohort combines leadership, Holocaust education
Students Choosing to Study the Holocaust in NYC School
Council announces Holocaust writing, art, and media contest
FBI arrests 3 suspected neo-Nazis who planned to bring weapons to a pro-gun rally in Virginia
On Spotify, hate streams unchecked as playlists praise Hitler, call to gas Jews
Praise for Hitler, Calls to ‘Gas the Jews’ Exposed on Spotify Anti-Semitic Playlist
Spotify says it’s removing playlists that glorify Hitler, urge gassing of Jews
Spotify to remove playlist titles about Jews and the Holocaust
ICE Detention Center Captain Was on a Neo-Nazi Website and Wanted to Start a White Nationalist Group
N.J. pizzeria manager’s anti-Semitic rant toward worker included burning Jews ‘like Hitler,’ suit says
A Former Nazi Preaches Tolerance
Neo-Nazi with Jordanian roots charged with vandalizing U.S. synagogue
Neo-Nazi leader Christopher Cantwell quotes Hitler in motion filed in federal court

Vatican
Pope Francis condemns resurgence of antisemitism around the world
Pope on Holocaust atrocities: Let’s all say ‘never again’
Documentary confronts cost of Pope Pius XII’s ‘Holy Silence’ during Holocaust

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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Dina Cohen [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Barbara Wind [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]
Pepi Nichols [Second Generation of Jewish Holocaust Survivors in Houston, TX]
Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]
Daniel Brooks [3G NY]
Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee [Second and Third Generation Programs Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association]
Raymonde (Ray) Fiol [Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Sarah Weiss [Executive Director, The Center for Holocaust and Humanity Education]
Janice Friebaurm [Phoenix Holocaust Association]
George Foster [Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants]
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